
Experienced System Engineer - DevOps & Cloud

Job description

We are looking for experienced, passionate and energetic System engineer who will do CI/CD
(continuous integration and continuous deployment) build, test, automate and maintain the
infrastructure. Additionally, troubleshoot issues by developing tools and automated solutions, who
is passionate about technologies, constantly seeking to learn and improve skills. Good knowledge
on cloud platform services and DevOps tools.

You will handle overall aspects of the configuration, operation and maintenance of Infanion servers
and networks, provide technical support for both systems hardware and software and related
infrastructure.

Profile of the ideal candidate

The ideal candidate would have:

 experience between 1 to 2 years in the devops and cloud services field
 certification such as AWS will be an added advantage
 good to have exposure to Linux, Docker & any cloud platform (AWS/Azure/GCP)
 experience with CI (continuous integration) /CD (continuous deployment) using Jenkins
 experience with Configuration Management Systems - ansible, chef, puppet, saltstack (any one

tool)
 good knowledge in microservices, Sonarqube, Kubernetes/EKS (Elastic Kubernetes Service) and its

ecosystem
 design and implementation of robust solutions, like monitoring (monitoring tools such as Nagios,

Pageduty), metrics infrastructure, cloud infrastructure, etc…
 experience with Version Control systems - Git/Github/Gitlab (GitLab is add on)
 hands on experience on scripting languages (Bash/Python)
 good knowledge on Terraform
 setup, upgrade, maintain and support of DevOps Applications including managing backups &

troubleshooting/debugging systems and applications
 understanding of Microservice based Architecture
 ability to maintain production servers
 implement best practices for software build, deployment, and maintenance
 strong in Unix/Linux operating systems skills
 strong in troubleshooting/administrate infrastructure, including firewalls, databases, malware

protection software, and other processes
 up-to-date knowledge of hardware/software installations/security measures, trends and

advancements
 must possess the ability to analyze situations and provide problem resolution
 attention to details
 no problem with working independently
 no 9 to 5 mentality and a go-getter attitude
 an excellent spoken and written knowledge of English
 able to work with strict deadlines
 focused on getting tasks done
 the ability to work in a fast-paced environment



The ideal candidate would be:
 willing to work even after business hours
 a very good administrator
 ability to fix the root causes and troubleshooting
 committed to tasks and deadlines
 hardworking
 initiative taking
 self-motivated
 quick learner
 pro-active
 result-driven
 able to work in a team as well as an individual
 ready to work in a growing, internationally oriented company
 willing to learn new technologies

The compensation package

We offer you:

 a competitive pay package
 dynamic and challenging job in an open work environment
 opportunity to grow with the company
 front seat ride in the roller coaster of cutting-edge technologies

Job location

Bangalore, (Karnataka, India)

Interested?

Interested in this open position? Please send your resume to want2b@infanion.com


